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Di�e-Hellman Key Distribution Extended to Group CommunicationMichael Steiner Gene Tsudik Michael WaidnerIBM Z�urich Research LaboratoryCH-8803 R�uschlikon, Switzerlandfsti,gts,wmig@zurich.ibm.comAbstractEver since 2-party Di�e-Hellman key exchange was �rst pro-posed in 1976, there have been e�orts to extend its sim-plicity and elegance to a group setting. Notable solutionshave been proposed by Ingemarsson et al. (in 1982) andBurmester/Desmedt (in 1994). In this paper, we consider aclass of protocols that we call natural extensions of Di�e-Hellman to the n-party case. After demonstrating the se-curity of the entire class based on the intractability of theDi�e-Hellman problem we introduce two novel and practi-cal protocols and compare them to the previous results. Weargue that our protocols are optimal with respect to certainaspects of protocol complexity.1 IntroductionIt has been almost twenty years since Di�e-Hellman (DH)2-party key exchange was �rst proposed in [1]. In the mean-time, there have been many attempts to extend its eleganceand simplicity to the group setting. The main motivatingfactor is the increasing popularity of various types of group-ware applications and the need of doing it securely. Sincekey distribution is the cornerstone of secure group commu-nication, it has naturally received a lot of attention. (See,for example: [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].) Unfortunatelysome of the results are of only theoretical interest, while thesecurity of some others remains unproven.In this paper we consider a class of protocols that wecall "natural" extensions of the 2-party Di�e-Hellman keyexchange. We de�ne a generic protocol of this class andprove its security; provided, of course, that the 2-party Di�e-Hellman decision problem is hard. This result allows us tocraft a number of protocols without having to be concernedfor their individual security. In particular, we present threenew protocols, each optimal with respect to certain aspectsof protocol e�ciency.This paper is organized as follows. We begin in section2 by de�ning a generic group Di�e-Hellman protocol andproving its security. We then introduce three new group keydistribution protocols in Sections 3.1-3.4 and discuss theirrelative merits and drawbacks. Next, in Section 4, we brieyreview some notable previous results. The paper concludeswith the summary/comparison of all current solutions andsome directions for future work.In proceedings of the 3rd ACM Conference on Computerand Communications Security, March 14-16 1996, NewDelhi, India.

2 Generic n-Party Di�e-Hellman Key Distribution2.1 NotationThe following notation is used throughout the paper:n number of participants in the protocoli; j; k indices of group members (ranging in [1; n])Mi i-th group member; i 2 [1; n]q order of the algebraic group� exponentiation base; generator in thealgebraic group delimited by qNi random exponent generated by group member MiS; T subsets of fN1; : : : ;Nng�(S) product of all elements in subset SKn group key shared among n members(we also use K when n is obvious)2.2 Generic ProtocolWe consider a family of protocols that we refer to as "nat-ural" extensions of the original, 2-party Di�e-Hellman keyexchange [1] to n parties.Like in the 2-party case, all participantsM1; : : : ;Mn agreea priori on a cyclic group, G, of order q, and a generator, �,of this group G. For each key exchange, each member, Mi,choses randomly a value Ni 2 G.In the 2-party case, Mi sends �Ni toM3�i and computesthe common key K = (�N3�i)Ni . For appropriately chosenG (see below) it is reasonable to assume that an adversaryobserving (�N1 ; �N2) cannot distinguish K from a randomvalue y 2 G.All our protocols are based on distributively computing asubset of f��(S)j S � fN1; : : : ;Nngg From �N1���Ni�1Ni+1���Nn ,memberMi can easily compute the shared keyK = �N1���Nn .We call the protocol that reveals all these subsets thegeneric n-party DH protocol. Before presenting our proto-cols, we will prove that this generic protocol is secure. Inthis context, security means:if a 2-party key is indistinguishable from a randomvalue, the same is true for n-party keys.Obviously, this will prove the security of all of our proto-cols at once.2.3 Security of the Generic ProtocolLet k be a security parameter. All algorithms receive k as�rst input, implicitly, and will be polynomially bounded byk. even if the input itself is not bounded.For concreteness, we consider a speci�c class of algebraicgroups for which it is commonly assumed that the 2-party keyis computationally indistinguishable from a random value:On input k, algorithm gen choses randomly a pair (q; �)such that q has length k bit, q and q0 = 2q + 1 are bothprime, and � generates the unique subgroup G of ZZ�q0 of1
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order q. Groups of this type are used, e.g., in [10] and [11].The indistinguishability of the 2-party key is considered, e.g.,in [12].For (q; �) gen(k), n 2 N, and X = (N1; : : : ; Nn) forNi 2 ZZq, let� view(q; �;n;X) := the ordered set of all �Ni1 ���Nim forall proper subsets fi1; : : : ; img of f1; : : : ; ng,� K(q;�; n;X) := �N1���Nn .If (q; �) are obvious from the context, we omit them in view()and K(). Note that view(n;X) is exactly the view of anadversary in the generic n-party DH-protocol, where the �nalsecret key isK(n;X). Let the following two random variablesbe de�ned by generating (q; �)  gen(k) and choosing Xrandomly from (ZZq)n:� An := (view(n;X); y), for a randomly chosen y 2 G,� Dn := (view(n;X);K(n;X)).Let "�poly" denote polynomial indistinguishability.Theorem:For each constant n, A2�polyD2 implies An�polyDn.Proof (by induction on n):Assume that A2�polyD2 and An�1�polyDn�1. Thus, we haveto show An�polyDn. We do this by de�ning random variablesBn; Cn, and showing An�polyBn�polyCn�polyDn, which im-mediately yields: An�polyDn.We can rewrite view(n; (N1;N2;X)) withX = (N3; : : : ;Nn)as a permutation of:( view(n� 1; (N1;X));K(n� 1; (N1;X));view(n� 1; (N2;X));K(n� 1; (N2;X));view(n� 1; (N1N2;X)) )and K(n; (N1;N2;X)) as K(n� 1; (N1N2;X)).We use this to rede�ne An and Dn. All in all, we considerthe following four distributions. All of them are de�ned by(q; �) gen(k), choosing c;N1;N2 2 ZZq and X 2 (ZZq)n�2and y 2 G randomly.� An := (view(n� 1; (N1;X));K(n� 1; (N1;X));view(n� 1; (N2;X)));K(n� 1; (N2;X));view(n� 1; (N1N2;X)); y)� Bn := (view(n� 1; (N1;X));K(n� 1; (N1;X));view(n� 1; (N2;X)));K(n� 1; (N2;X));view(n� 1; (c;X)); y)� Cn := (view(n� 1; (N1;X));K(n� 1; (N1;X));view(n� 1; (N2;X)));K(n� 1; (N2;X));view(n� 1; (c;X));K(n� 1; (c;X)))� Dn := (view(n� 1; (N1;X));K(n� 1; (N1;X));view(n� 1; (N2;X)));K(n� 1; (N2;X));view(n� 1; (N1N2;X));K(n� 1; (N1N2;X)))Note that only the last two components vary.An�polyBn follows from A2�polyD2:Assume that adv distinguishes An and Bn, and let (u; v;w)be an instance of A2�polyD2. We produce an instance foradv by using u for �N1 , v for �N2 , and w for �N1N2 (or �c),and choosing X and y randomly. If (u; v;w) belongs to A2(D2), this new distribution belongs to An (Dn).

Bn�polyCn follows from An�1�polyDn�1:Assume that adv distinguishes Bn and Cn, and (ignoring anecessary permutation in order) let: (view(n� 1; (c;X)); y)be an instance for An�1�polyDn�1 (i.e., the problem is todecide whether y = K(n� 1; (c;X)).) We produce an in-stance for adv by choosing N1;N2 randomly, and computing(view(n� 1; (Ni;X));K(n� 1; (Ni;X))) based on those val-ues in view(n� 1; (c;X)) that do not contain c as an expo-nent. The rest follows as in the last case.Cn�polyDn follows from A2�polyD2, almost exactly likethe �rst statement. The only di�erence is that we do notchoose y randomly, but as K(n� 1; (w;X)).23 Group Key Distribution ProtocolsHaving demonstrated the security of the generic protocol, wenow turn to the speci�c examples drawn from the \natural"protocol family.3.1 Group Key Distribution: GDH.1The protocol (GDH.1) depicted in Figure 1 is quite simpleand straight-forward. It consists of two stages: upow anddownow. The purpose of the upow stage is to collect con-tributions from all group members. As shown in the �g-ure, Mi receives a collection of intermediate values. Thetask of each Mi on the upow is to compute �N1���Ni byraising �N1���Ni�1 { the highest numbered incoming inter-mediate value { to the power of Ni, append it to the in-coming ow and forward all to Mi+1. For example, M4 re-ceives the set f�N1 ; �N1N2 ; �N1N2N3g and forwards to M5:f�N1 ; �N1N2 ; �N1N2N3 ; �N1N2N3N4g.Mi Mi+1�f��(Nk jk2[1;j])j j 2 [1; i]g��������������������!Stage 1 (Upow): Round i; i 2 [1; n� 1]Mn�i Mn�i+1 �f��(Nkjk=2[i;j])jj 2 [1; i]g�������������������Stage 2 (Downow): Round (n� 1 + i); i 2 [1; n� 1]Figure 1: Group Key Distribution { GDH.1To summarize the upow stage, each group member per-forms one exponentiation and an upow message betweenMi and Mi+1 contains i intermediate values.The �nal transaction in the upow stage takes place whenthe highest-numbered group member Mn receives the upowmessage and computes (�N1���Nn�1 )Nn which is the intendedgroup key Kn.After obtaining Kn, Mn initiates the downow stage. Inthis �nal stage each Mi performs i exponentiations: one2
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to compute Kn and (i � 1) to provide intermediate val-ues to subsequent (lower-indexed) group members. For ex-ample, assuming n = 5, M4 receives a downow message:f�N5 ; �N1N5 ; �N1N2N5 ; �N1N2N3N5g. First, it uses the lastintermediate value in the set to compute Kn. Then, it raisesall remaining values to the power of N4 and forwards the re-sulting set: f�N5N4 ; �N1N5N4 ; �N1N2N5N4g to M3. (In gen-eral, the size of a downow message decreases on each link;a message betweenMi+1 andMi includes i intermediate val-ues.)In summary, GDH.1 has following characteristics:rounds 2(n� 1)messages 2(n� 1)combined message size (n� 1)nexponentiations per Mi (i+ 1) for i < n, n for Mntotal exponentiations (n+3)n2 � 1The main drawback of GDH.1 is its relatively large num-ber of rounds. At the same time, GDH.1 imposes no specialcommunication requirements, i.e., no broadcasting or syn-chronization is necessary.3.2 Group Key Distribution: GDH.2In order to reduce the number of rounds in GDH.1 we mod-ify the protocol as shown in Figure 2. The upow stage isstill used to collect contributions from all group members;the only change is that each Mi now has to compose i in-termediate values (each with (i � 1) exponents.) and onecardinal value containing i exponents. For example, M4 re-ceives a set: f�N1N2N3 ; �N1N2 ; �N1N3 ; �N3N2g and outputsa set: f�N1N2N3N4 ; �N1N2N3 ; �N1N2N4 ; �N1N3N4 ; �N3N2N4gThe cardinal value in this example is �N1N2N3N4 . Bythe time the upow reaches Mn, the cardinal value becomes�N1���Nn�1 . Mn is thus the �rst group member to computethe key Kn. Also, as the �nal part of the upow stage, Mncomputes the last batch of intermediate values.In the second stage Mn broadcasts the intermediate val-ues to all group members.GDH.2 has the following characteristics:1rounds nmessages ncombined message size (n� 1)(n=2 + 2)� 1exponentiations per Mi (i+ 1) for i < n, n for Mntotal exponentiations (n+3)n2 � 1In GDH.2, more so than in GDH.1, the highest-indexedgroup memberMn plays a special role by having to broadcastthe last round of intermediate values. The main advantageof GDH.2 is due to its low number of protocol rounds; n asopposed to almost twice as many in GDH.1.3.3 Practical ConsiderationsTo summarize our discussion this far, GDH.1 and GDH.2o�er the following advantages:1. No a priori ordering of group membersSequencing and numbering of Mi-s can take place inreal time, as the protocol executes. Of course, the start-ing participant automatically becomes M1.2. No synchronizationThe protocol assumes asynchronous operation; no clockor round synchronization is necessary.1Assuming atomic, one-message broadcast.

Mi Mi+1�f��fNk jk2[1;i]^k 6=jgj j 2 [1; i]g; �N1�:::�Ni��������������������������������!Stage 1 (Upow): round i; i 2 [1; n� 1]Mi Mn �f��fNkjk2[1;n]^k 6=igj i 2 [1; n]g������������������������������Stage 2 (Broadcast): round nFigure 2: Group Key Distribution: GDH.23. Small number of exponentiationsNumber of exponentiations depends on the participan-t's index i. On the average, each Mi will perform n=2exponentiations.4. Minimal total number of messages (GDH.2)It is easy to see that at least n messages are requiredin any group key agreement protocol, i.e., each Mi hasto contribute its own share of the key.5. Minimal number of rounds for asynchronous operation(GDH.2)In order to construct a true DH key {Kn = ��fNiji2[1::n]g{ each participant needs to contribute its own expo-nent. Assuming that the protocol starts asynchronously(�rst round initiated by M1), only one Mi can add itsown exponent in a given round. Otherwise, either i)exponents have to be revealed, or ii) there has to bea way to construct Kn from ��(S) and ��(T ) whereS [ T = fN1; : : : ;Nng. Both (i) and (ii) violate ourbasic premises.6. Minimal number of messages sent/received by each par-ticipant (GDH.2)Proof outline: Assume that there exists a protocolthat constructs a DH key and requires each Mi (otherthan M1 or Mn) to send one and receive one message.One possibility is that Mi receives a message beforesending one. In that case, from the message received,Mi must be able to construct Kn { since no furthermessages will be received. The message received mustcontain ��(fN1;:::;Nng�Ni), since there is no other wayfor Mi to construct Kn. This means that every Mj(j 6= i) has already contributed its exponent Nj, and,hence, already received (except M1) and subsequentlysent, a message. Therefore, Mi = Mn and i = n sincethis can can only take place in (n� 1)-st round.If we assume that Mi sends a message before receivingone then Mi = Mi1 because the protocol runs asyn-chronously, i.e., only M1 can start the protocol.3
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7. Security equivalent to 2-party Di�e-HellmanAs shown in Section 2.3 above.8. Implementation simplicityJust like 2-party Di�e-Hellman, GDH.1 and GDH.2 re-quire only the modular exponentiation operation andthe random number generator for the protocol exe-cution. This means that, given a black-box realiza-tion of 2-party Di�e-Hellman, GDH.1/2 can be imple-mented thereupon without any additional arithmeticoperations.3.4 Group Key Distribution: GDH.3In certain environments, it is desirable to minimize the amountof computation performed by each group member. This isparticularly the case in very large groups. Since GDH.1/2both require (i+1) exponentiations from everyMi, the com-putational burden increases as the group size grows. Thesame, of course, is true for message sizes.Mi Mi+1���fNkjk2[1;i]g������������������!Stage 1 (Upow): Round i; i 2 [1; n� 2]Mi Mn�1 ���fNkjk2[1;n�1]g��������������������Stage 2 (Broadcast): Round n� 1Mi Mn���fNkjk2[1;n�1]^k 6=ig�����������������������!Stage 3 (Response): Round nMi Mn �f��fNkjk2[1;n]^k 6=igj i 2 [1; n� 1]g���������������������������Stage 4 (Broadcast): Round n+ 1Figure 3: Group Key Distribution: GDH.3In order to address these concerns we construct a pro-tocol that is quite di�erent from GDH.1/2 (see Figure 3.4.)The protocol consists of four stages. In the �rst stage wecollect contributions from all group members similar to theupow stage in GDH.1. After processing the upow messageMn�1 obtains ��fNkjk2[1;n�1]g and broadcasts this value in

the second stage to all other participants. At this time, everyMi (i 6= n) factors out its own exponent and forwards theresult to Mn. (Note that factoring out Ni requires comput-ing its inverse { N�1i . This is always possible if we choosethe group q as a group of prime order). In the �nal stage,Mn collects all inputs from the previous stage, raises everyone of them to the power of Nn and broadcasts the resultingn � 1 values to the rest of the group. Every Mi now has avalue of the form ��fNkjk2[1;n]^k 6=ig and can easily generatethe intended group key Kn.This protocol { GDH.3 { has two appealing features:� Constant message sizes� Constant (and small) number of exponentiations foreach Mi(except for Mn with n exponentiations required)Its properties are summarized in the following table:rounds n+ 1messages 2n� 1combined message size 3(n� 1)exponentiations per Mi 4 for i < (n� 1),2 for Mn�1, n for Mntotal exponentiations 5n� 63.5 Alteration of Group MembershipThus far, we have assumed that the exact group membershipis determined prior to the execution of our protocols. How-ever, it is oftentimes necessary to either add a new, or deletean existing, group member after the initial group creation.Naturally, it is desirable to do so without having to re-runthe entire protocol anew. To this end, we briey sketch outbelow the member addition and member deletion protocolsfor GDH.2 and GDH.3. (GDH.1 does not lend itself to ef-�cient construction of such protocols.) For a more generalsolution to the secure group membership see, e.g. [16].3.5.1 Member AdditionThe main security requirement of member addition is thesecrecy of the previous group keys with respect to both out-siders and new group members.In GDH.2 this can be achieved as follows:1. We assume that Mn saves the contents of the Upowmessage (Stage 1, round n� 1 in Figure 3.4.)2. Mn generates a new exponent N̂n and computes a newupow message (using N̂n, not Nn):f��fNk jk2[1;i]^k 6=jgj j 2 [1; n]g; �N1�:::�Nn�1�N̂nand sends it to the new member, Mn+1.3. Mn+1 generates its own exponent and computes thenew key Kn+1 = �N1�:::�N̂n�Nn+14. Finally, as in the normal protocol run, Mn+1 computesn sub-keys of the form:f��fNk jk2[1;i]^k 6=jgj; � 2 [1; n]gand broadcasts to the other group members.Member addition in GDH.3 is almost identical to that inGDH.2. Mn has to save the contents of the original Broad-cast and Response messages (Stage 2 and 3 in Figure 3.) Mngenerates a new exponent and, with it, computes a new set ofsub-keys which it forwards to the new memberMn+1. Mn+14
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computes the new key Kn+1 and adds its own exponent toeach of the n sub-keys it received. Finally, Mn+1 broadcaststhe sub-keys as in Stage 4 of GDH.3 and all members com-pute Kn+1.The extensions to GDH.2/3 are quite straight-forwardand require only two additional rounds per each new mem-ber. The new key, Kn+1 is easily computable by all partiesand retains the same secrecy properties as Kn. However,while all other group members compute Kn+1 with a singleexponentiation, Mn is required to perform n exponentiationsin addition to generating a new exponent. This extra burdenon Mn may be undesirable.3.5.2 Member DeletionThe main security requirement of member deletion is thesecrecy of the subsequent (future) group keys with respectto both outsiders and former group members.Protocol extensions for member deletion in both GDH.2and GDH.3 are very similar to those for member addition.LetMp be the member slated for removal from the group.We assume, for the moment, that p 2 [1; n � 1], i.e., p 6= n.Mn, once again, plays a special role by generating a newexponent N̂n. This time, however, Mn computes a new setof n � 2 sub-keys: f��fNkjk2[1;i]^k 6=jgj j 2 [1; n � 1] ^ k 6=pg and broadcasts them to all group members. Note that,since �N1�;:::;Np�1 ;Np+1 ;:::;Nn�1 ;N̂n is missing from the set ofbroadcasted sub-keys, the newly excluded Mp is unable tocompute the new group key.In the event that Mn is to be removed from the group,Mn�1 assumes the special role as described above.4 Related WorkIn this section we briey review some notable previous workin DH-like protocols. A detailed and up-to-date discussionof this subject can be found in [7].4.1 Ingemarsson et al.The protocol depicted in Figure 4 is one of the family ofprotocols proposed by Ingemarsson et al. in [3]. (See also[13].) This protocol { hereafter referred to as ING { requiresa synchronous startup and completes in (n� 1) rounds. Theparticipants must be arranged in a logical ring. In a givenround, every participant raises the previously-received in-termediate key value to the power of its own exponent andforwards the result to the next participant. After (n � 1)rounds everyone computes the same key Kn.Mi M(i+1)mod n��(�fNj j j2[(i�k)mod n;i]g)�������������������!Figure 4: ING Protocol: Round k; k 2 [1; n� 1]The ING protocol has the following characteristics:

rounds (n� 1)messages n(n� 1)combined message size n(n� 1)exponentiations per Mi ntotal exponentiations n2We note that, since ING falls into the class of "natural"extensions of Di�e-Hellman 2-party protocol, the proof ofsecurity in Section 2.3 applies to it as well.4.2 Burmester/Desmedt ProtocolBurmester and Desmedt present in [9] a much more e�cientprotocol. Their protocol is executed in only three rounds:1. Each user Mi generates its random exponent Ni andbroadcasts zi = �Ni .2. EveryMi computes and broadcasts Xi = (zi+1=zi�1)Ni3. Mi can now compute2 the key Kn = znNii�1 � Xn�1i �Xn�2i+1 � � �Xi�2 mod pThe key de�ned by this scheme is di�erent from the previousprotocols, namely Kn = �N1N2+N2N3+���+NnN1 . Neverthe-less the protocol is proven secure provided the Di�e-Hellmanproblem is intractable.In summary, the BD protocol has the following charac-teristics: rounds 2messages 2ncombined message size 2nexponentiations per Mi n+ 1total exponentiations (n+ 1)ndivisions per Mi 1An important advantage of the BD protocol is its "cheap"exponentiations. While the number of exponentiations perMi is still (n + 1), in all but one the exponent is at most(n� 1). This makes for big savings in computation.5 Comparison and SummaryAll group key distribution protocols discussed above are sum-marized and compared in Figure 5.As indicated in the previous section, BD (and BD*) ismarkedly superior to the others with respect to exponentia-tion operations since almost all operations involve relativelysmall exponents.From Table 5 it is clear that, with respect to time (i.e.,number of rounds), the BD protocol is well ahead of the rest.It requires only two rounds of simultaneous broadcasts as op-posed to linear (in terms of n) number of rounds in the otherprotocols. However, the ability to perform n simultaneousbroadcasts is not a feature available in most network envi-ronments. Even in a broadcast LAN environment, only oneparty can broadcast at any given time. Therefore, it maybe worthwhile to compare the other protocols with BD* { aversion of BD without the simultaneous broadcast feature.Since BD* would require 2n � 1 rounds, it does not com-pare with the rest as favorably as plain BD. (On the otherhand, it has been noted3 that extra rounds in BD* are due tonodes waiting for a chance to This is in contrast to GDH.1-3where rounds are mostly triggered by message arrival. Thus,2All indexes are modulo n.3By one of the referees.5
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a broadcast round in BD* is shorter than a round in GDH.1-3.) In the same vein, GDH.3 (in Stage 3, Figure 3) requiresone round of (n� 1) simultaneous unicasts to Mn. We notethat a more realistic GDH.3* would require 2n rounds. Onthe other hand, (n�1) simultaneous unicasts in GDH.3 resultin signi�cantly less load as compared with n simultaneousbroadcasts in BD.In terms of communication bandwidth overhead, GDH.2leads with only n messages. On the other hand, if we mea-sure total bandwidth overhead (by tallying all message sizes),BD* comes out a clear winner with the least total informa-tion exchanged.Another important measure of protocol e�ciency is thenumber of messages received and sent by each partic-ipant. It is well-known that sending or receiving a messageinvolves going through the entire protocol stack { a non-negligible task in terms of both time and resource consump-tion. Moreover, it is impossible in most (non-specialized)network architectures for a node to receive multiple messagessimultaneously. This consideration is especially applicable toboth BD and BD* protocols, i.e., regardless of whether allnodes can broadcast simultaneously, a given node cannot re-ceive (n� 1) incoming messages all at once. Table 5 clearlyillustrates that GDH.2 involves the least overhead with re-spect to the communication infrastructure: as part of theprotocol each node sends a single message and receives onlytwo (except M1 and Mn which receive one message.)Finally, we consider the issue of protocol symmetry. BothBD/BD* and ING o�er symmetric operation.5 This is partlydue to their synchronous nature. (An asynchronous protocolcan not be symmetric; someone has to initiate it.) All threeGDH protocols are, to certain extent, asymmetric. GDH.1/2are both communication-asymmetric. GDH.1 requires M1 toinitiate the upow, and Mn { the downow, stage. GDH.2 issimilar in that it requires Mn to perform the �nal broadcast.GDH.3 is not only communication- but also computation-asymmetric. The former is because M1 and Mn�1 are re-quired to initiate stages 1 and 2, respectively. Computa-tional asymmetry is due to the special role of Mn who hasto perform computations di�erent from those of other par-ticipants. (Note that Mn performs n� 1 exponentiations instage 4; however, it does not compute an inverse of Nn.)6 Conclusions and Future WorkIn conclusion, we have de�ned a class of "natural" exten-sions of Di�e-Hellman key exchange to the n-party settingand have shown that the security of a generic n-party pro-tocol of this class is equivalent to the security of the original2-party protocol. Armed with this general result, we intro-duced three concrete group key distribution protocols. Wehave shown that { in a realistic communication environment{ our protocols are more e�cient in some respects than pre-vious results (or sometimes even optimal.)There remain some items for future work. Our protocolsdo not provide authentication of the participants. It shouldbe possible to augment them to provide authentication ina manner similar to that described in [9] or [14]. Anotherissue to address is protocol extensions for handling periodicre-keying. Finally, more formal (and convincing) argumentsneed to be developed to support optimality/minimality claimsin Section 3.3.4the version of Burmester/Desmedt protocol without simultaneousbroadcast.5In other words, all participants do the same thing.
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